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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Historical development of organometallic chemistry

The first recorded organometallic compound, “Cadet’s fuming liquid”, was prepared as early as 1760 in a Parisian military pharmacy. In an effort to make cobalt-based inks, cobalt minerals containing arsenic was used, and in situ formation of [Me₂As]₂O resulted. However, as arsenic is classified as a metalloid or ‘semi-metal’, the title of the first organometallic compound may well belong to the first olefin complex, the complex Na[PtCl₃C₂H₄] known as Zeise’s salt, prepared by the Danish pharmacist Zeise by boiling a solution of chloroplatinic acid in ethanol, and then adding KCl.

The term ‘organometallic’ was only introduced by Frankland in 1849, following his preparation of important alkylmercury compounds such as Me₂Hg. After this, a wealth of main-group organometallic compounds were isolated and characterized in the late nineteenth century, and industrial applications for
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these complexes grew exponentially. However, little was known about the true
nature and structure of these complexes. For example, the first binary metal
carbonyl Ni(CO)$_4$ was discovered by Mond during the commercial process for
refining nickel.$^6$ Iron pentacarbonyl was reported almost simultaneously,$^7$ but
the product was initially misformulated as Fe(CO)$_4$, and the nature of the
compound was not elucidated.

Organometallic chemistry came to be recognized in its full right with the
discovery of the first sandwich complex, ferrocene.$^8$ In 1951 and 1952,
Pauson reported in the journals Nature$^9$ and Journal of the Chemical Society$^{10}$
the serendipitous preparation of “a new type of organo-iron compound”.
Pauson proposed a linear structural arrangement where two planar
cyclopentadienyl rings linked to the iron metal as shown for resonance
structure I in Figure 1.1. He attributed the remarkable stability of FeC$_{10}$H$_{10}$ to
the prevalence of resonance structure II, where the cyclopentadienyl groups
attain aromatic character with the acquisition of a negative charge.
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**Figure 1.1** The resonance forms proposed by Pauson for ferrocene

Investigation of the structure of ferrocene by Fischer in Munich, and Wilkinson
and Woodward at Harvard, lead to the proposal of a double-cone
arrangement (III in Figure 1.2) by Fischer,$^{11}$ and an antiprismatic structure (IV)
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$^8$ Werner, H. *Landmarks in Organo-Transition Metal Chemistry: A Personal View*, Springer Science + Business Media, New York, **2009**.
by Woodward and Wilkinson. Three different, independent studies confirmed the structural proposals offered by Fischer, Woodward and Wilkinson. Wilkinson coined the term ‘sandwich complexes’ and in 1973, Fischer and Wilkinson won the Nobel Prize for Chemistry for their structural elucidation of this landmark organometallic complex. Eminent scientists such as Ron Nyholm proclaimed that they had witnessed “a renaissance of inorganic chemistry”.

![Diagram of ferrocene structures](image)

**Figure 1.2** The structural proposals for ferrocene offered by Fischer (III) and Wilkinson (IV)

### 1.1.2 Early development of carbene chemistry

Approximately ten years later, King synthesized a manganese complex from the reaction of a pentacarbonyl manganate complex with 1,3-dibromopropane. He correctly gave the molecular formula as \([\text{Mn}_2(\text{CO})_{10}(\text{CH}_2)_3]\), but wrongly assigned the structure as illustrated in Figure 1.3.
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Only seven years later in 1970, did the group of Casey correctly assign the structure of King’s compound as a dimanganese nonacarbonyl complex containing a cyclic carbene ligand with an oxygen atom bonded to the carbene carbon (Figure 1.4).\(^{17}\) Although this was actually the first example of a Fischer carbene complex, it was never recognized as such.

In the meantime, E.O. Fischer continued with his pioneering work in Munich. With his graduate student Maasböl, they reacted tungsten hexacarbonyl with methyl and phenyl lithium, and after protonation of the \textit{in situ} formed tungsten acylates, treated the corresponding hydroxycarbenes with diazomethane to afford the desired methoxy methyl- and methoxy phenyl carbene complexes,\(^{18}\) demonstrated in Scheme 1.1; the first isolated and fully characterized


complexes of this new class of metal complexes containing organic ligands coordinated by a metal-carbon double bond.

Scheme 1.1

Another important development for the chemistry of carbene complexes was achieved by R.R. Schrock, in his communication about the preparation of a stable tantalum carbene complex (Scheme 1.2) in 1974.\textsuperscript{19} In contrast to Fischer’s carbene complexes containing a heteroatom-substituted carbene ligand with an electrophilic nature, the carbene carbon of his complexes proved to be nucleophilic.

Scheme 1.2

In the years thereafter, applications for the metal-carbon double bond complexes exploded. Fischer carbene complexes have received a great deal of attention for their application as organic building blocks\textsuperscript{20} and stabilization by bonding to a metal allowed for isolation and selective reactivity.\textsuperscript{21} Metal carbene complexes were found to be frequent intermediates in metal

mediated reactions\textsuperscript{22} and were applied in the construction of multicomponent and multistep methodologies.\textsuperscript{23} Important applications also include olefin metathesis, Fischer-Tropsch intermediates\textsuperscript{24} and cycloaddition reactions.\textsuperscript{25} The work on olefin metathesis done by Schrock in the preparation of molybdenum and tungsten complexes of the general composition [M(CHR)(NAr)(OR')]\textsubscript{2} and derivatives thereof,\textsuperscript{26} Grubbs’s first generation ruthenium compounds [Ru(CHR)(PCy\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2}X\textsubscript{2}] and later with sterically protected N-heterocyclic carbenes [Ru(CHR)(NHC)(PCy\textsubscript{3})X\textsubscript{2}], and their metathesis reactions with olefins,\textsuperscript{27} as well as the mechanism proposed by Chauvin,\textsuperscript{28} culminated in the Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 2005 being awarded to the aforementioned three scientists.

1.1.3 Recent developments of polymetallic carbene complexes

The activation of simple organic molecules by more than one transition metal constitutes an area of research that has grown in importance.\textsuperscript{23} The applications of carbenes as active or auxiliary ligands in organic synthesis and catalysis, however, are mostly focused on monocarbene systems. No assemblies of carbene units (carbene supramolecular chemistry) have been reported and only a few carbene complexes are known to be part of small metal organic frameworks (MOF).\textsuperscript{29} In addition, no carbene complexes have

\textsuperscript{24} Toomey, L.M.; Atwood, J.D. Organometallics \textbf{1997}, 16, 490.
\textsuperscript{25} Dötz, K.H. Metal carbenes in organic synthesis, \textbf{2004}, Springer-Verlag, Germany.
featured in materials of note, no dendrimers with carbene functionalities have been prepared and no carbene complexes showing liquid crystalline properties have been reported. In fact very few studies on multimetal carbene complexes or cluster carbene complexes have been recorded. In the field of non-linear optics, conjugated unsaturated systems with a transition metal moiety have been employed for their electron delocalisation and so-called ‘push-pull’ characteristics.

However, the incorporation of different transition metal fragments in complexes has been widely investigated to study the role of different metal fragments on the reactivity of ligands and the chemistry of the complexes. When applied in the area of Fischer carbene complexes of the type [M(CO)₅(C(OR')R)], the carbene properties have either been modified by introducing metal-containing substituents to further activate the carbene carbon or the carbene ligand is used as a connector to bridge the other transition metals. The introduction of a metal fragment to the carbene oxygen offers the possibility to modulate the carbene reactivity by the electronic and steric properties of this second metal fragment.

30 Sierra, M.A. Chem. Rev. 2000, 100, 3591.
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1.2 Aim of the study

As far as could be ascertained, no carbene complex has been reported with three different transition metal substituents that are all in electronic contact with the carbene carbon atom; a class of compounds we call carbene transition metal cluster compounds. Unlike the clusters defined by Cotton et al., these complexes do not contain metal-metal bonds, but rather refer to metals clustered around the carbene carbon atom.

The objective was not only to synthesize trimetallic carbene complexes of the type \([M(CO)_{n}][C(OR)R']]\), but also to systematically study the electronic and steric effects of the different metal-containing substituents by introducing these fragments in a stepwise manner on both the R- and the R'-substituent (Scheme 1.3). The substituents chosen included aromatic (benzene) and heteroaromatic (thiophene) rings \(\pi\)-coordinated to a \(\text{Cr(CO)}_{3}\)-fragment, or ferrocenyl as the R’ substituent, while the OR substituent would be varied systematically between an organic ethoxy group and an organometallic titanoxy group. Initially, Group VI transition metals (Cr, Mo, W) with carbonyl ligands were chosen as being representative of a class of Fischer carbene complexes that exhibit high stability.

To expand the study towards the investigation of Group VII transition metals (Mn, Re) and their character and reactivity towards the metal-substituted carbene ligands, the binary dirhenium decacarbonyl and the mononuclear \(\text{MnCp(CO)}_{3}\) were included as precursor complexes.
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The structural features and their relevance to bonding in the carbene cluster compounds of the Group VI and VII transition metals were to be investigated as they represent indicators of possible reactivity sites in multimetal carbene assemblies. Finally, the possibility of using molecular modelling calculations to quantify the effect of metal-containing substituents on the carbene ligands was proposed, as well as the correlation of the theoretical results with experimental parameters were planned to test the viability of DFT calculations as a tool for substituent effect trend prediction in carbene cluster complexes.